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Ranked 2nd in the category of “Fastest
Growing Company in the Asia-Pacific Region
in the Data Mining industry sector”

From amongst millions of companies in the eleven

‣

Ranked 5th in the category of “Fastest

countries across Asia-Pacific, the Financial Times
searched for and identified enterprises which
contribute exceptionally to economic growth in
the region. Under its strict qualification criteria,
Niometrics has earned a place in the following:
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SINGAPORE, 30 MAY 2018 — Niometrics has been
recognised by the Financial Times as one of FT
1000 High-Growth Companies Asia-Pacific.
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NIOMETRICS EARNS TOP
POSITION IN FT 1000 HIGHGROWTH COMPANIES ASIAPACIFIC RANKING

Growing Company in Singapore”

‣

Ranked 73rd in the category of “Fastest
Growing Company in the Asia-Pacific Region”

‣ Ranked 1st in the category of “Fastest
Growing Company in Singapore in the Data
Mining industry sector”
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Niometrics partners with some of the largest
telecommunications providers in the world.
Based in Singapore, the company has
operations and R&D hubs across Asia-Pacific,
Europe and the Middle East.
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technology extracts, processes, and transforms
in real time complex network data into
insights, enabling CSPs to take better and
more timely actions to drive higher business
ROIs.
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Analysing a combined base of over 500 million
subscribers who consume and exchange over
60 PB of data daily, Niometrics’ proprietary,
full-stack Deep Network Analytics (DNA)

Visit niometrics.com to learn more.
ABOUT THE FT 1000 HIGH-GROWTH
COMPANIES ASIA-PACIFIC RANKING

Commenting on the achievement, Kostas
Anagnostakis, Niometrics’ founder and CEO, said:
“these are extremely illuminating results which
put well into perspective what our team has
managed to achieve with our focus, tenacity and
commitment to solving difficult industry
challenges.”
He added that he continues to be:
“extremely energised with Niometrics' mission to
enable telecommunications companies to
extract more meaningful and different insights
from the human experiences that they make
possible.”
###

ABOUT NIOMETRICS
Niometrics is a network analytics company that
provides solutions for Communications Service
Providers (CSPs) to develop strategies and

The inaugural FT
1000 HighGrowth
Companies AsiaPacific list
considered
companies based in 11 of the region’s more
developed markets: Australia, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand,
the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea and
Taiwan. Through research in company
databases and other public sources, Statista,
the Financial Times’ research partner for this
project, has identified tens of thousands of
companies in the Asia-Pacific region as
potential candidates for the FT 1000 ranking.
Those that participated have been ranked
according to the percentage growth in their
revenues between 2013 and 2016.
See the full ranking in the FT 1000: HighGrowth Companies Asia Pacific Special Report
published by the Financial Times.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: media@niometrics.com

decisions for new digital businesses, customer
experience management, and network
planning and optimisation.
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